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Ion tracks formed in amorphous Ge by swift heavy-ion irradiation have been identified with experiment

and modeling to yield unambiguous evidence of tracks in an amorphous semiconductor. Their underdense

core and overdense shell result from quenched-in radially outward material flow. Following a solid-to-

liquid phase transformation, the volume contraction necessary to accommodate the high-density molten

phase produces voids, potentially the precursors to porosity, along the ion direction. Their bow-tie shape,

reproduced by simulation, results from radially inward resolidification.
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Swift heavy-ion irradiation (SHII) has many applica-
tions, spanning geochronological dating [1] to nanostruc-
ture fabrication [2]. Though this approach has found
industrial application [3], the fundamental nature of ion-
solid interactions at very high ion energies remains poorly
understood. Such interactions are dominated by inelastic
processes (electronic stopping) resulting in the excitation
and ionization of substrate atoms while, in contrast, the
elastic processes (nuclear stopping) that lead to ballistic
atomic displacements at much lower energies are negli-
gible in the SHII regime. The efficiency with which energy
deposited in the electronic subsystem is subsequently
transferred to the lattice is governed by the electron-
phonon coupling parameter g where typically gamorphous >

gcrystalline due to a reduced electron mean free path in the

former. When the lattice temperature exceeds that required
for melting, a narrow cylinder of molten material is formed
along the ion path. The ensuing rapid resolidification of
this transient liquid phase can yield remnant structural
modifications within the substrate in the form of an ion
track.

Crystalline Ge (c-Ge) is relatively insensitive to SHII
such that ion-track production necessitates very high elec-
tronic stopping Se values. Discontinuous tracks follow
single-ion irradiation (Se ¼ 35 keV=nm) [4,5] while
cluster-ion irradiation (Se ¼ 37–51 keV=nm) yields tracks
of diameter 5–15 nm [5]. In contrast, amorphousGe (a-Ge)
is rendered porous under SHII with Se >�10 keV=nm [6]
while ion hammering results for Se >�12 keV=nm [6],
the latter manifested as a nonzero deformation yield [7].
These observations are consistent with gamorphous >

gcrystalline and ion-track formation has been suggested as

the origin of these two phenomena [6,7]. A recent molecu-
lar dynamics (MD) study of irradiated a-Ge [8] suggested

voids originate from outgoing shock waves resulting from
rapid heating and expansion of the ion-track core. The sole
report of ion tracks in a-Ge is that of Furuno et al. [9]
who reported recrystallization of tracks in a 5-nm a-Ge
layer following SHII in a grazing-incidence orientation, a
geometry that can lead to significant reductions in thresh-
old Se values for ion-track formation [10]. The proximity
of the surface could also perturb resolidification and enable
recrystallization given the molten ion track is no longer
completely surrounded by an amorphous matrix.
An unambiguous identification of ion tracks in amor-

phous semiconductors has significant implications. The
pioneering report of Hedler et al. [11] demonstrating a
glass transition in amorphous Si was predicated on ion-
track formation yet the latter remains unverified. The lack
of direct evidence stems from difficulties in detection. For
example, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) identi-
fication of amorphous ion tracks in an amorphous matrix is
impeded by the lack of diffraction and absorption contrast.
In contrast, small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) is an
effective means of characterizing ion tracks under such
conditions, as we have demonstrated for amorphous SiO2

[12]. For this report, we now combine physical character-
ization using SAXS and TEM with a multi-time-scale
theoretical approach including an asymptotical trajectory
Monte Carlo (MC) calculation of the electron dynamics, a
two-temperature model (TTM) description of the heat dis-
sipation and a MD simulation of the atom dynamics for ion
tracks in a-Ge. With this novel approach, we characterize
ion-track creation and evolution theoretically and ion-track
structure experimentally.
An a-Ge layer of thickness 2:5 �m was formed on

crystalline Si then irradiated with 185-MeV Au13þ ions
(Se ¼ �22 keV=nm [13]). Samples were subsequently
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characterized with SAXS and cross-section TEM
(XTEM). For experimental details, see the Supplemental
Information [14].

The simulation of ion tracks in a-Ge induced by SHII
was achieved via three interconnected stages. The first
included the excitation of electrons due to the ion energy
deposition. The electron dynamics were then followed by
combining a MC approach [15] and TTM [16–18]. While
the MC method is a kinetic means of modeling the initial
electron excitation and the nonequilibrium electron dy-
namics, the TTM describes the energy transport within
the electronic and lattice subsystems. Using the MC
TTM approach, the rate of energy transfer between the
electronic and lattice subsystems (gamorphous) was extracted

and so fitting this parameter was unnecessary. Instead, the
electron-phonon coupling and specific heat capacity were
calculated explicitly as a function of electron temperature
(see Supplemental Information [14]). Here we do not con-
sider ultrafast phase transformations like athermal melting
[19] because the particular time scale of the relevant phase
transformation is of minor importance. The calculation of
the lattice temperature is used here to judge whether the
localized energy is sufficient to induce and maintain the
molten state on a time scale of several picoseconds.

The evolution of the lattice temperature is mirrored in
the MD simulation where the spatially varying, time-
dependent energy transfer between the two subsystems
from the MC TTM calculation was used as input for
continuously depositing kinetic energy in a random direc-
tion on the lattice atoms until the two subsystems were in
equilibrium at 3 ps. MD simulations were performed with
the PARCAS code [20] using the Stillinger-Weber (SW) and
Tersoff potentials [21,22]. The choice of potential was
governed by the most accurate description of the solid-
to-liquid and liquid-to-solid phase transformations. The
simulation cell volume was 61� 41� 41 nm3. Note that
MD simulations with fixed cell dimensions (mechanically
rigid boundaries) coupled with a volume contraction
within the ion track (demonstrated below) could poten-
tially overestimate the resultant tensile stress compared to
that for elastically responding boundaries. The initial a-Ge
cell was constructed from c-Ge using the Wooten-Winer-
Wearie (WWW) approach [23] (see Supplemental
Information [14]). Using the MC TTM result as input,
the molten track width deduced from MD was half that
measured experimentally, an extraordinary result given the
absence of fitted parameters. To better enable the compari-
son of calculation, simulation, and experiment, the MC
TTM input was then scaled so the width of the molten ion
track extracted from MD was consistent with that deter-
mined from SAXS.

SAXS detector images [Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) insets] were
comprised of two anisotropic scattering components sepa-
rable by tilting the sample relative to the x-ray direction.
The scattering intensity I as a function of the scattering

vector q, isolated and background subtracted, is shown in
Fig. 1 for two orientations. In both spectra, the scattering
contributions from ion tracks and voids are apparent as
horizontal streaks and mirrored hemispheres, respectively.
Long, parallel cylindrical-like features (ion tracks) yield
the streaks which are compressed in the detector image
upon tilting. The voids responsible for the second scatter-
ing component were identifiable with TEM.
In Fig. 1(a), I increases as a function of fluence consis-

tent with an increase in the number of scattering centres, in
this case ion tracks. As the fluence exceeds 1011=cm2, the
well-defined oscillations wash out as ion-track overlap
becomes more probable. Fitting the two lower fluences
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Background-subtracted SAXS inten-
sity as a function of scattering vector for ion tracks including the
detector image recorded with the surface normal at 10� to the
x-ray direction (bottom left) and the calculated radial density
distribution (top right). (b) Background-subtracted SAXS inten-
sity as a function of scattering vector for voids including the
detector image recorded with the surface normal at 5� to the
x-ray direction (bottom left). The void geometry used for fitting
(top right) was 10.6, 7.4, and 6.6 nm for L, R1, and R2,
respectively.
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with a core-shell model yields the ion-track parameters
given in Table I including a total track radius of 11:1�
0:2 nm. (The measured radius of an ion track is considered
indicative of the maximum melt radius [12,24].) A nega-
tive value of the core-to-shell density ratio (��core=��shell

where ��core and ��shell are the change in density of the
core and shell relative to the unirradiated matrix, respec-
tively) indicates core and shell have a density lower and
higher, respectively, than the surrounding matrix (or vice
versa). We suggest the shell is overdense, consistent with
frozen-in radially outward material flow from the ion-track
core following a thermal spike. The relative radial density
distribution across the ion track derived from SAXS mea-
surements is shown in the Fig. 1(a) inset. This distribution,
corroborated by simulations presented below, yields a net
volume contraction that is accommodated by the creation
of open volume.

Figure 1(b) shows the scattering contribution from the
second component, fitted with the bow-tie shape shown in
the inset. This choice of shape was governed by TEM
observations shown in Fig. 2 which depict a void. TEM
through-focus analysis confirmed these features are less
dense than the matrix. The parallel sides of the void are
aligned with the incident ion direction, suggesting
their formation mechanisms are correlated. Table II lists
the void parameters derived from SAXS and TEM
measurements.

Insight into the ion-track and void formation processes
was garnered from MD simulations (see Supplemental
Information animation [14]). Using the SW potential, the
solid-to-liquid phase transformation along the ion track

was apparent with MD. The density of the sixfold-
coordinated molten Ge exceeded that of the fourfold-
coordinated amorphous Ge, as expected [25]. Within the
molten material, spherical voids appeared at �10 ps fol-
lowed by void agglomeration for surface-area minimiza-
tion. Prior to resolidification, the void shape was prolate
ellipsoid with the major axis aligned with the incident ion
direction. The minor axis equalled �60% of the molten
ion-track width. For our ion energy deposition parameters,
void formationwas not apparent using the Tersoff potential.
While the SW potential effectively yielded the high-

density liquid phase upon melting, this density was
retained upon resolidification for the simulation of the
ion track and a bulk cell of liquid Ge quenched at
3� 1013 K=s, a rate comparable to that for the ion track.
In contrast, the Tersoff potential reproduced the low-
density amorphous solid upon quenching of the bulk cell
of liquid Ge. We thus implemented the Tersoff potential at
100 ps for the MD simulation of ion-track formation,
following which the transformation from high-density
liquid to low-density solid was observable upon cooling.
The validity of changing potentials mid-simulation is

demonstrated with Fig. 2, which shows the MD simulation
of the void after resolidification of the molten ion track
(300 ps total). The similarity between experiment and
simulation is remarkable. While spherical voids form as
a consequence of the volume contraction induced by the
low-density solid to high-density liquid phase transforma-
tion, the peculiar shape of the voids upon resolidification is
the result of radially inward cooling. As the molten ion
track progressively solidifies from the maximum melt
radius toward the ion-track core, the expanding volume
of the solidified material compresses the residual molten
material necessitating axial motion toward the void. The
innermost volume experiences the greatest effect and a
bow-tie shaped void results.

TABLE I. Ion-track structural parameters determined with SAXS. Rcore, Rshell, and Rtotal are
the core radius, shell thickness, and total radius, respectively; �core, �shell, and �total are the
standard deviation of the Gaussian distributions used to account for the polydispersity of the
core, shell, and total radii, respectively; ��core and ��shell are the change in density of the core
and shell relative to the unirradiated matrix, respectively.

Rcore (nm) �core (nm) Rshell (nm) �shell (nm) Rtotal (nm) �total (nm) ��core=��shell

4:7� 0:1 0.73 6:5� 0:1 1.01 11:1� 0:2 1.69 �0:91� 0:14

FIG. 2. XTEM image from a-Ge irradiated to a fluence of
6� 1010=cm2 (left) and MD simulation of the void geometry
following resolidification (300 ps) (right).

TABLE II. Void structural parameters determined with SAXS,
XTEM, and MD. XTEM and MD values are estimated from very
few occurrences.

Radial Width (nm) Length (nm)

SAXS �7 �24
XTEM �7 �10–20
MD �6 �10
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Figure 3 shows time-dependent MD results of the rela-
tive radial density across (a) an ion track (between voids)
and (b) a void, respectively. Across the ion track, the
development of the core-shell structure is rapid with the
greatest density ratio achieved �4 ps after the ion energy
deposition. At the same time, the maximum temperature
was achieved within the ion track (� 4600 K), a tempera-
ture beyond that required for boiling (3093 K) [26]).
The maximum melt radius (�11 nm) was reached at
100 ps and the presence of the high-density liquid phase
spanning the ion track is readily apparent. Thereafter, the
ion-track density distribution relaxes toward the pre-
irradiation, low-density amorphous phase. MD yielded no
evidence of crystallization within the ion track upon reso-
lidification, consistent with XTEM observations. Both
results contradict those of Furuno et al. [9] potentially
due to the influence of the free surface in Ref. [9].
Across the void, formation begins in the vapor phase

(10 ps) but evolves fully in the liquid phase (> 25 ps).
The maximum radii of the void and molten track (�6:5
and �11 nm, respectively) are achieved at the same time
(100 ps) again suggesting their formation is correlated.
Relaxation yields a slight narrowing of the void with the
radial density distribution constant for � 200 ps. The
entire cell has cooled to below the melting point of a-Ge
(965 K [27]) by 300 ps.
We propose the following scenario for ion-track and

void formation in a-Ge. For our irradiation conditions,
the energy transferred from the electronic to lattice sub-
systems is sufficient to induce melting and the formation of
a molten cylinder of radius�11 nm. For elemental Ge, the
liquid-phase density exceeds that of the solid and this
increase in density necessitates a volume contraction
within the ion track upon melting. Void formation begins
in the vapor phase but clearly evolves in the liquid phase as
shown from our MD simulations. As the lattice cools, our
SAXS results show remnants of a core-shell structure are
quenched into the ion track and radially inward resolidifi-
cation yields bow-tie shaped voids.
We now calculate the number of voids per unit track

length using two approaches. For the first, we estimate an
ion track contains 2:8� 0:5 voids=�m based on the am-
plitude of the SAXS spectrum. For the second, we approxi-
mate the void as a cylinder (13-nm wide and 15-nm long
from XTEM) and calculate 99% surface coverage is
achieved with a fluence of �3:5� 1012=cm2 (using an
exponential overlap model (fractional coverage ¼
1– expð��R2

v�Þ with Rv the void radius and � the flu-
ence). Using a void length of 15 nm as above and the
irradiation-induced swelling data for a-Ge from
Steinbach et al. [6] (derived with conditions identical to
those in this report), yields a second, independent estimate
of �2:1 voids=�m in an ion track. (A third estimate from
the MD simulation would clearly yield an erroneously high
value given the limited length (61 nm) of the simulation
cell. Our use of MD was to identify radial density distri-
butions and the void formation mechanism.) This leads us
to suggest that the bow-tie shaped features apparent in our
XTEM image of Fig. 2 not only result from the contraction
of the molten volume within an ion track but, furthermore,
they represent the embryonic precursors to the porous
structure induced in a-Ge by SHII.
In summary, we have identified and characterized ion

tracks and voids in a-Ge, thus demonstrating ion-track
formation in an amorphous semiconductor. SAXS mea-
surements showed the ion track was comprised of a core-
shell structure consistent with quenched-in material flow,
the latter resulting from a thermal spike and emanating
radially outward. MD simulations, using a MC TTM
approach as input, showed not only that a core-shell struc-
ture is present in the early stages of ion-track formation but
remarkably reproduced the void geometry apparent from
XTEM observations. The evolution of the void size and
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FIG. 3 (color online). MD simulation of the time-dependent
radial density distribution across an (a) ion track and (b) void. In
(a), the reduction in density at �10 nm radial distance for times
100-130 ps is an artifact from changing the potential at 100 ps.
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shape was a natural consequence of the density difference
between solid and liquid Ge.
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